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Eat Happy has 154 delicious grain-free, gluten-free dishes that are also free of any processed sugars.  You
can find meats, fish, sides, soups, starters, casseroles, slow cooker recipes, breakfast dishes, and also
desserts to fulfill any sweets craving you may have, all with virtually no sugar. How about hearty
shepherd’ In case you are low carb, paleo, are wanting to keep autoimmune problems at bay, or simply
want to lose additional weight, Eat Happy offers you comfort meals where you gained’t skip the sugars or
grains so your body and human brain can feel happy from eating real foods. Sure enough, the weight
dropped off, the inflammation due to celiac finally calmed down, and for the very first time in her life, she
learned what it designed to be truly happy about food. In 2012, after almost ten years to be gluten free
because of celiac, Anna Vocino discovered she was gaining pounds faster than a tick on a labradoodle.  t
overeating or an excessive amount of fat in the diet, but the pesky sugars and grains in all those gluten
free of charge comfort food types.  When Anna began podcasting with Fitness Confidential author Vinnie
Tortorich, she adapted her whole way of eating to move what Tortorich coined: NSNG— Craving wealthy,
decadent chocolate pots with fresh cream which are delicious however, not fattening? Turns out at fault
wasn’  All of Anna’re eating healthy.t even know you’s dishes are delicious, an easy task to make, and so
satisfying, you won’ No Sugars No Grains. Eat Happy gives low carb comfort food types to please the
entire family members. Wanna make a grain-free of charge pizza crust that truly helps you lose excess
weight?ve committed to staying away from carbs? Dying for pancakes, but you’   s pie, tater tots, sizzling
ginger rice, all made out of cauliflower instead of large carb rice and potatoes?  
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A must-have for anyone dealing with autoimmune or mood issues, such as celiac, fibromyalgia, RA,
depression, eating disorders When you have been told that it would be better for your wellbeing to get rid
of sugar and processed food items from your diet due to autoimmune or disposition disorders, you too
probably felt overwhelmed - I already don’t feel good, and now I have to plan meals, store and cook? My
fun with meals has ended. I totally get it because I have already been dealing with all of these for 25
years. Fortunately for me personally, I came across Anna Vocino’s recipes at the same time. He was just
eating meats and salad (kinda boring if you consult me). Since I experienced exhausted every other
option, I decided to try healing my body with nutrition. non-e of the pharmaceutical options proved
helpful well for me. She totally gets it as well. Recipes are basic and delicious. Hubby do a great job
searing the sesame seeds to the tuna, he didn’t char them over. Anna had performed a fantastic job of
fabricating recipes that can be made everyday, and especially great for those of us with family members
who are not also eating low carb! Allelujah! I thought it will be super boring and a significant amount of
work, but Anna’s dishes are so tasty that people have invited family and friends over for supper more this
year more than ever before. The meals is too good never to share.I've been food preparation for a long
time. So, I was wrong. My food existence is actually more fun and satisfying. I bought this cookbook after
hearing the podcast Fitness Confidential. Be kind to yourself and buy this book! I thought it was a fad and
he'd come to his senses.Update: I've made pretty much every recipe in the publication. The optional
wasabi was a great addition.. Hubby motivated me with the info that Anna also offers Celiac and a very
restrictive diet plan..Third Recipe:Zucchini Pasta Bolognese. Both my husband and 12-year-old girl
(notorious to be a picky eater) love Anna’s recipes, and we have been saving money by consuming
dinners together at home. When you take in NO sugar no grains, you don't need to count calories or
carbs. When I initial got this reserve, I thought the recipes looked pretty basic. I would appearance at
them and believed I possibly could figure out the way it would flavor by reading the ingredients. Well,
after cooking food the first recipe, I was impressed. After that I cooked the 2nd and 3rd and 4th. I’ve liked
everything I’ve made from it!..every one of them completely brilliant! Something magical happens when
the chosen ingredients are placed together, it creates a meal that is worth a 5 star restaurant. They taste
completely gourmet!I have wanted to postpone writing a review until I had most of the meals cooked.
Obviously, it was not out long enough to make them all, but I'm confident more than enough now to
know the others will all be excellent.If you are reducing grains and sugar, getting dishes to keep things
interesting could be a challenge, you will need this book...buy it! I certainly recommend getting this
cookbook, you need to be prepared to do a little work to find the recipe you are considering.! I have
celiac disease, and the modifications to these meals that make them gluten free usually do not
compromise a bit of flavor.! Looking forward to the next cookbook and will be buying it as soon as it is
available.There are a few reviews that complain about not having nutritional information. I've been a
cookbook junkie forever and I'm constantly pinning new dishes to my pintrest board. When you slice the
crap, the weight will come off without also trying. Nope. I have already been following a LCHF method
of taking in for over three months.FITNESS CONFIDENTIAL: Adventures in the Weight-Loss Game.
Brilliant Recipes! I picked that one as I really like pasta, and if hubby complained about it I could dump it
on his head. Book Formatting Issue The recipes in this book are awesome! Not your run of the mill fad
diet cookbook So my husband decided to get one of these new diet a few months ago. No breads, wheat,
corn, potatoes, flour, heck even Gluten Free wasn’t free enough. Increase this actually I am Celiac (Gluten
intolerant) lactose intolerant, 6 year post gastric bypass therefore i have my very own special dietary
requirements..Needless to say I am the main one burdened with cooking unique for him. Though I had
been introduced to managing chronic illness through nutrition, I wasn’t prepared until this past year when
I learned of recent studies showing that the meds the doctors suggested for me can contribute to
dementia. For Xmas he got me a copy of Eat Happy from Anna Vocino. He made me a promise, if I



cooked from this publication and he complained about any of it I could simply tell him and his weird diet
to have a flying leap. THEREFORE I flipped thru the cookbook and discovered several recipes that I
wanted to try, he volunteered to make them for us. Hubby can grill, however, not that talented in the
kitchen.First Recipe:Quesadilla Casserole. It looked an easy task to make, the taste was good, but not at
all spicy enough for us. Which is probably good once we can generally add more high temperature to it
next time.Second Recipe:Sesame Crusted Seared Ahi. We treasured that one. Seriously, you take a bite of
one of these dishes and say to yourself or anyone at the table, oh that is good. This cookbook deserves no
less than 5 stars. Highly recommended.I wish I possibly could give it more! This one was a bit more
elaborate, thank heavens for power equipment in the kitchen. How do anyone enjoy meals without Sugars
or Grains? Quality recipes are an easy task to follow and extremely tasty! I never would have guessed
Zucchini could have been a substitute for real pasta. Tasty, easy recipes!THEREFORE I guess this NSNG
thing isn't fad, and it's not just feeding on steak and salad. Right now need to try some desserts. First on
the list is normally Chocolate Coconut Chia Pudding. Great Recipes; Initially I thought it was all diet
plan/artificial sweeteners and simply avoid the bread. We've tried a dozen or so since we got the reserve
and they've all been great. If you love to cook and like amazing food, buy this This is my new favorite
cookbook. My only problem with the book can be that there isn't any recipe index. There's a table of
contents in the beginning that outlines what webpages the chapters are on, but if you are looking for a
specific recipe you have to flip through the pages until you find one that you need. I've flagged many of
the dishes with post-its, but the book will be better if there was an index.! A real treasure Highly
recommend this book for healing and healthy living. Her quality recipes call for basic things that don’t
need a large amount of expensive kitchen devices or unlimited hours with multiple techniques, just
simple, good food that’s easy to prepare and tastes delicious. Dr Robert S Rosenberg explained about this
beautiful book. Many thanks Anna for enriching my entire life. #NSNG Make and eat the lemon cake!
Fantastic cookbook for all those carrying out a Keto or NSNG lifestyle. Must buy cookbook!! I absolutley
LOVE this cookbook! I’ve made most of the dishes in here plus they all turned out fantastic! It was just a
little salty for our flavor (hubby get large handed in your kitchen), but he returned for seconds. Many
thanks so much Anna. NSNG (No Sugars No Grains) by a fitness guy named Vinnie Tortorich  This
cookbook is ideal! All the prep function was straightforward, and the taste was excellent. I
unquestionably love the nut and seed granola, low carbohydrate pizza crust, pistachio crusted salmon, flax
seed pancakes. Have probably made about 50 % the recipes several times. I love all of them! I appreciate
that many of the ingredients I've on hand already. I’ve made Anna’s recipes before, and they’ve always
been wonderful. Her strategy with this book allows you to generate hearty dishes in the home which are
delicious and satisfying and healthy.Adding several pictures of some meals I have made.. Real (normal)
Elements!It’s been almost 11 months of eating this way and listed below are the results: I’m off all
medication for mood, rest and pain and shed 15 lbs. A low carb cookbook that doesn’t use “fake” or
complicated ingredients. If you are dealing with food sensitivities, such as for example dairy, most of the
recipes are an easy task to adjust. Super healthy and delicious! I love the recipes in Anna’s cookbook, in a
crazy world they help to keep meals sanity while eating healthy rather than giving up everything at the
same time. The recipes are amazingly delicious! Disappointed We haven't made a huge amount of Gluten
free meals, but predicated on other reviews of this book I thought I'd give it a try. I adopted the directors
of 3 meals and they all had been gross! I don't recommend wasting your money on this book.
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